NEWSLETTER 4
WELCOME TO THE FOURTH NEWSLETTER
FOR THE iGUIDE PROJECT!
iGUIDE PROJECT UPDATES

iGUIDE VIRTUAL TRAINING

With the pandemic promoting
remote working, iGUIDE
partners have been working
mainly from home, turning the
project’s implementations from
face-to-face to online.

iGUIDE LTTA took place online between 15th - 17th June 2021.
The three day virtual training gave the possibility to participants to
be introduced to the project and its achievements and interact with
the innovative resources in self-directed contexts.

Over the past few weeks iGUIDE
partners have finalised their
LTTA-training!
Work on the iGUIDE Career
Planning Toolkit Resources and
on our Online Portal is almost
finalised and the partners
can’t wait to spread the news
and share iGUIDE learning
resources!
But let’s see the updates steps
by step!

On the first day of training, the trainer introduced the IO1 Career Guiding Toolkit Resources. Each participant got acquainted
with the form and structure of the resources and then joined a
group exercise, where they chose one of the 36 IO1 topics and
attempted to proceed with the fact sheets and the self-reflection
exercise based on the handbook. Once the participants became
familiar with the format and topics of IO1 and have worked through
one of the topics together, the second task was to individually select
three out of the 35 remaining topics of IO1 and work through them
in the form of self-directed learning on Day 2 and Day 3 of the
training. At the end of the first day training day each participant
informed the trainer about the topics s/he has chosen, whereas
in the end of the training s/he sent the completed exercise to the
trainer.
All in all, the virtual training experience was a fruitful one with
participants being introduced to the iGUIDE e-Leanring Portal and
resources that fill in a gap to the existing context with regards to
career planning and guiding own career.

iGUIDE e-LEARNING PORTAL
The iGUIDE e-Learning Portal is now available in
EN: (https://iguideproject.eu/outputs/).
It is a self-directed platform that supports adult
users/ learners/ visitors to manage their own
career!

Users/ learners/ visitors are invited to take a glance
at own pace and time to the 36 resources that will
support them in making better, more informed and
more appropriate career choices, guiding their own
career. Feel free to visit and explore!

WHAT’S COMING NEXT?
Within the following weeks, work on the iGUIDE e-Learning Portal (https://iguideproject.eu/outputs/)
will be finalised with the resources being translated into all partners’ national languages, whereas the
Career Planning Workshops, where adult educators and learners will be engaged to test the interface and
resources, will be organised in all partner-countries. Stay tuned to find out more!

iGUIDE PARTNERS
The project is developed by seven partners from seven European countries:
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INNEO
Poland
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RightChallenge
Portugal
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REINTEGREA
Czech Republic
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EMINA
Hungary
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Future In Perspective
Ireland

6

Asociatia de Dezvoltare
Economico-Sociala
Romania

4

CARDET
Cyprus

The organizations have different sizes, characteristics and specializations, which help us develop a very
effective cooperation. The project meetings are scheduled in regular basis to stay constantly involved in the
project and focused on our goals.
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